PROGRESSION IN SPORTS
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Society of Biological Engineering

I believe that this will provide both the opportunity for the student to judge each of his own performance and to judge the performance of his peers. Furthermore, the program will allow the student to compare his own progress with the progress of others in the same room or in another room. Thus, students will be able to make intelligent, constructive comparisons about their progress and the progress of their peers.

I also believe that the program will help to increase the general level of understanding about the students' opening phase of engineering. It will also be an excellent fillip to their need for the biological engineer.

Finally, I believe that this will help students to develop a group spirit. Considering the way that something new is done, it is in a great deal to look forward to.

GERIACHE RUSH
(Continued from Page One)

activated by a feeling of euphoria, not unlike that of being drunk on alcohol.

This feeling in many cases leads to the stomatological disorder which causes the patient to go on a binge for which this stage is named.

The second stage of the epidemic set in the weekend after Christmas vacation. The effects of the disease at this stage were less marked because the disease was not as virulent.

It was characterised by a need on the part of the victim to associate with unimportant people, by inviting them to his or her party, by inviting them to his or her party.

My response is a yes, but I don't know why.

It is not that there is an infinite amount of time for the student's true learning.

What is the situation about Rose Poly that you are interested in?

A magazine as a vehicle for discussion is not a guarantee that such a magazine might have been given in a great deal to look forward to.

In an interview earlier this year with the Rev. Dave Froy, Tutoring Coordinator, I have been assured that the open dialogue between child and tutor.

The open rush will begin the week following Homecoming.

The open rush will be halted a week before finals.

Students who tutor each year have found the program a rewarding experience.

The open rush was halted a week before finals.

Fresmen are allowed to bring fraternity parties and other functions.

The open rush will be halted a week before finals.

IMMEDIATE VENTURE CAPITAL AVAILABLE for new businesses

We are looking for graduate students who have some ideas for new products or services as well as the time, skills and energy to bring a new enterprise into being. We will be particularly interested in the projects culminated in a recent study.

Reply only in writing, submitting detailed plans. Be sure to include confidential information.

JIM GIBSON
35 South Third St.
232-4812
NEW YORK LIFE Insurance Company
Dime Insurance
Health Insurance
Personal Plans

PHOTO TECHN A B HULMAN MEMORIAL UNION BOOKS SCHOOL SUPPLIES GIFTS NOVELTIES SUNDRIES CLASS RINGS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

GRADUATING SENIORS majoring in CHEMISTRY SYNTHETIC SCIENCE are invited to meet with our represen- tatives Monday, February 2, 1970 at City of Detroit - Civil Service Commission

The politics were taken in the spirit of humor as they should be here.

The Hyte Center, however, is a serious matter and in its absence the atmosphere was extremely worthwhile in the development of the Rose student body.

The Hyte Community Tutoring Program begins Monday, Feb. 9. Students interested in tutoring this quarter are asked to attend an organizational meeting Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 5:30 P.M. in the Hyte Center.

The program is as follows:

1. Open rush begins this week following Homecoming.

2. Fresmen are allowed to bring fraternity parties and other functions.

3. Open rush shall be halted a week before finals.

4. Open rush shall recommence upon the return for second quarter.

The open rush will be halted a week before finals.

A $22,000 grant from the following recommendations could be invaluable:

1) If he should ever change his mind, it would be the fault of the man who said he was God.

2) He's continually singing his own praises, but it's an art that he has learned.

3) The worst thing that can happen to a fisherman is to lose his fish.

When things are looking bad,

- With a good wind and some good fish,
- And a good way to get there,
- There is much that such a
- When the water is good, the fish are biting,
- And the skipper is a good
- And the skipper is a good
- And the skipper is a good
- And the skipper is a good

... See Page Seven
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page Two)

jokes, the bland, efficacious esays by inept students, the impertinent technical reports (whenever they appeared, which was much too frequently) the all too frequent myopic commentaries by members of the faculty who lack insight as well as explicitness, the mockingly uncandid female body on the centerfold, and the applauded progress reports of the liebly ROTC department.

By God, you say. Nothing remains! Ah, but then I am inclined to disagree with you. What remains is the utterly sincere honesty of the student body, and its profound viability, both of which I worship to the utmost of my religion.

Forget the Technic, friends, or demonstrate a sincere willingness to put it to use, for something—perhaps the PR men can use it—but in any case call it what it is.

-ALAN K. HERTRICK

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
It (Technic) is one of the most valuable contributions to the life of Rose by the students. —from Rose Bulletin

Confusion is one woman plus a left turn. Excitement is two women plus one secret. Bedlam is three women plus one bargain. Chaos is four women plus one lunchroom check.

After a recent night at the movies it is presumed that adults shouldn't be allowed to attend science fiction films without a 12-year-old to explain the technical jargon. There are about 350,000 turkeys and about 2,000 pigs on the island of Taiwan.

The first serially-comic comic strip appeared in the United States in the last 20 of the 19th century.

-IT PAYS TO PLAY-

McMillan
SPORTS
600 SOUTH 3rd

Emery Industries Is . . .
* the world's largest producer of oleochemicals (acids derived from natural fats and oils)
* the producer of the nationally known Sanitone dry-cleaning process
* a Cincinnati corporation whose profits have increased 100% in the last 5 years

We are seeking chemists and chemical engineers to assume active roles in our rapidly expanding corporation. Our representative will visit Rose Polytechnic Institute on Friday, January 30.

Who Are You?
We would like to meet you.

For more details and a personal interview, consult your Director of Placement.

EMERY INDUSTRIES, INC.
4299 Carew Tower
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CONFUSION IS ONE WOMAN PLUS A LEFT TURN. EXCITEMENT IS TWO WOMEN PLUS ONE SECRET. BEDLAM IS THREE WOMEN PLUS ONE BARGAIN. CHAOS IS FOUR WOMEN PLUS ONE LUNCHROOM CHECK.

Free Sports Film
A new film, "What's Up Down Under?" is being offered free of charge for group showings by Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y. The 20-minute, 16mm film concentrates on every aspect of Australian water sports and shows some exciting shots of the thrills and spills involved in surf boat racing.

College is a waste of time...

We need action-seeking graduates with degrees in most fields for management opportunities in sales—production—research—engineering—finance—administration—or you name it.

Think it over. If you have high aspirations and a good record, take time to find out about a career with us.

For information, see us on campus.
On January 6th, the staff of the Broadcasting Club met and approved a plan for a renovation of WRTR, the campus radio station. This “Big Change” project involves a new format for programming, improvements in reception throughout the campus, and improvement of studio facilities. The results of this project will be heard starting at 1:00 P.M. on Sunday, February 1st.

The new format, which will become effective immediately, is distinguished primarily by an increased emphasis on music rather than chatter, and a push toward progressive rock, popularly called “underground” music. The increased use of private record collections and a new policy of playing albums rather than singles promises to give the WRTR listener a wider variety of music than has been available on radio in this area in the past.

Reception throughout the campus has been improved. Two new transmitters have been installed in Mess and Blumberg Halls. Changes in the transmission system in the other dormitories have also been made. These changes should make reception much better at all points on campus.

As a final part of the pre-renewal changes, a series of practice sessions have been held this week to enable the DJs to get the feel of the new format. These sessions, coupled with coaching by experienced staff members, should enable the DJs to feel more at ease when actual programming starts. The results should be a considerable improvement in the quality of programming over that of past quarters.

These innovations and improvements promise to give WRTR a signal and quality of programming that will compare favorably with the better professional stations. Whether this promise will be fulfilled may be judged after programming starts on Sunday at 1:00 P.M.

At Rose new freedoms are difficult to acquire and potential actions by the student body may quickly lose the benefits for everyone.

STEPHEN P. DING
Clerk of the Judicial Council

An office of urban planning has been established at the University of California to encourage students to support minority business ventures.

The new office will have technical assistance, minority education, and will establish business and trade firms for minority businesses.

Is there anything that you feel better than the desire to cancel a dental appointment especially early in the morning? Makes the whole day better.

As this quarter proceeds in earnest with the start of tests and quizzes it becomes time to sit back and reflect on the results of last term’s efforts by the brilliant members of the Rose student body.

It was a very decent quarter for some. Thirty per cent of all men at Rose managed to make the Dean’s List. The best percentage by far, was by the seniors where 40 per cent of the 310 members of the class made it. They were trailed by the Juniors with 34 per cent. Following the Juniors were the Freshmen who placed 10th of 304 on the list. Lugging somewhat behind were the Sophomores who only had 20 per cent of the 244 members on the Illustrious List.

Congratulations are due the Senior Class, who by their dint of dedicated study showed so impressively.

But for real impressiveness we must turn to the real gunners—those with perfect 4.0’s. And this is where the Freshman really shined. They had eleven 4.0’s in the class. The other three classes lacked the fire and ambition of the Freshmen. The Class of ’71 had five men with a perfect 4.0, while the Seniors and Sophomores had each had four each.

So to those who wish to stretch for the heights (grade-wise anyway) here are the men to follow. They have no exclusive secret, they just work harder and pray a little more often than the rest of us.

But if you have no such grandiose ideas for yourself, think about our own Prof and those guardians of our world, industry. They love people with the beautiful grades. So nudge it up and keep the slide rule greased.

TO THE STUDENT BODY

FROM: CLERK OF THE JUDICIAL COUNCIL

On January 12, 1970, the Judicial Council met to hear the case of Gary Effinger and Chris Wodtke. They were both found guilty of violating the recently established “Visitation Hours” on the evening of December 4, 1969. (Vote 5-6.) Sentence: SUSPENDED due to very unusual circumstances surrounding the case. (Vote 8-6.)

The JUDICIAL COUNCIL believes that the members of the student body are not fully realizing and accepting their responsibility to maintain the recently instituted open visitation policy. When students are given new rights and freedoms, the students must also accept the responsibility that the freedoms demand. Each student has the responsibility to see that these rights and freedoms are protected from abuse; by helping to enforce the policies that define these freedoms.

In the above case before the Judicial Council it was shown that the open visitation policy had been violated by the students involved several times before. There seemed no sound reason why these violations were not dealt with by the student body themselves. It must be stressed that to have and keep these freedoms each student must do his share of the responsibility of helping to enforce the rules.

THE BIG CHANGE COMES TO WRTR

THE BIG CHANGE MEANS:

Wall-to-wall music, with an emphasis on progressive rock. Stronger signals than ever before.

A unique listening experience.

TUNE IN AT 1:00 P.M., SUNDAY, WHEN THE BIG CHANGE ARRIVES AT WRTR
ROSE HOSTS WEEKEND TOURNAMENT

With an important victory over Triangle on Thursday, Rose's Husslel Engineers head into a strong Rose Invitational tournament this weekend with their evening opening opponents at Chalet Rose and the Institute of Technology. The night's other premier match is between MacMurray squad battling Waubons.

ITT is led by 6'6"

Center Ken

Wayte and playmaker guard Greg Kruse. They don't admit that Rose is in the opportunities of work and practical

As soon other levels. But then the school has accomplished enough for graduate students in place all the basic engineering principles in developed in decades.

Focusing on that theme, a dance planned for this quarter by the I.D.C. and a lot of time, effort and money is being spent to make it a really great evening. One of the best bands in the area, The Massachusetts Assembly, will be featured and they will also provide a light snack. Rehearsals will also be provided. The Valentine Dance has been good support in the past and Henry Bankhead, I.D.C. president, is looking forward to a good tourney.
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